Appendix I

Constructability Review Exhibits
I-5 SOUTH MULTIMODAL CORRIDOR STUDY PRELIMINARY CONSTRUCTION STAGING CONCEPTS
CONCEPT ALTERNATIVE 2 - IMPROVEMENTS COMPLETE
I-5 SOUTH MULTIMODAL CORRIDOR STUDY PRELIMINARY CONSTRUCTION PHASING CONCEPTS
CONCEPT ALTERNATIVE 2
LEGEND:

- PHASE 1, CONTRACT 1 - REPLACE E, F, H STREET OVERCROSSINGS; CONSTRUCT SOUTHBOUND RAMPS (E STREET to H STREET)
- PHASE 2, CONTRACT 2 - WIDEN J STREET UNDERCROSSING; REPLACE L STREET OVERCROSSING; CONSTRUCT SOUTHBOUND RAMPS (J STREET to L STREET)
- PHASE 3, CONTRACT 3 - CONSTRUCT NORTHBOUND RAMPS (J STREET to L STREET)
- PHASE 4, CONTRACT 4 - CONSTRUCT NORTHBOUND RAMPS (E STREET to H STREET)

I-5 SOUTH MULTIMODAL CORRIDOR STUDY PRELIMINARY CONSTRUCTION PHASING CONCEPTS
CONCEPT ALTERNATIVE 2
LEGEND:

- **PHASE 1, CONTRACT 1** - REPLACE E, F, H STREET OVERCROSSINGS; CONSTRUCT SOUTHBOUND RAMPS (E STREET to H STREET)
- **PHASE 2, CONTRACT 2** - WIDEN J STREET UNDERCROSSING; REPLACE L STREET OVERCROSSING; CONSTRUCT SOUTHBOUND RAMPS (J STREET to L STREET)
- **PHASE 3, CONTRACT 3** - CONSTRUCT NORTHBOUND RAMPS (J STREET to L STREET)
- **PHASE 4, CONTRACT 4** - CONSTRUCT NORTHBOUND RAMPS (E STREET to H STREET)
- **PHASE 5, CONTRACT 5** - I-5 CENTERLINE SHIFT, BRAIDED RAMPS
PHASE 1, CONTRACT 1 - REPLACE E, F, H STREET OVERCROSSINGS; CONSTRUCT SOUTHBOUND RAMPS (E STREET to H STREET)

PHASE 2, CONTRACT 2 - WIDEN J STREET UNDERCROSSING; REPLACE L STREET OVERCROSSING; CONSTRUCT SOUTHBOUND RAMPS (J STREET to L STREET)

PHASE 3, CONTRACT 3 - CONSTRUCT NORTHBOUND RAMPS (J STREET to L STREET)

PHASE 4, CONTRACT 4 - CONSTRUCT NORTHBOUND RAMPS (E STREET to H STREET)

PHASE 5, CONTRACT 5 - I-5 CENTERLINE SHIFT, BRAIDED RAMPS

PHASE 6, CONTRACT 6 - HOV LANES